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Simulation of MeVÕatom cluster correlations in matter
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We present an efficient algorithm able to predict the trajectories of individual cluster constituents as they
penetrate relatively thick amorphous targets. Our algorithm properly treats both the intracluster Coulomb
repulsion and the collisions between cluster constituents and target atoms. We have compared our simulation
predictions to experimental measurements of the distribution of lateral exit velocities, and demonstrated that
the in-target Coulomb explosion of 2MeV/atom carbon clusters in carbon foils must be shielded with a
screening length of less than 2.5 Å. We also present a simple phenomenological model for the suppression of
the exit-side charge of ions in clusters which depends on the enhanced ionization potential that an electron near
an ion feels due to the ion’s charged comoving neighbors. By using our simulation algorithm we have
predicted the exit correlations of the cluster constituents and verified that the charge suppression model fits the
observed charge suppression of ions in clusters to within the experimental uncertainties.

PACS number~s!: 36.40.2c, 29.40.2n, 07.77.2n, 34.70.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

The desire to understand the wealth of effects occurr
during cluster-surface interactions motivates the need for
croscopic knowledge of the intracluster atomic correlatio
as the clusters penetrate the surface and pass through
material. As the cluster travels through the material, the c
ter constituents become ionized and the separation betw
the cluster constituents increases in response to their mu
Coulomb repulsion and also to collisions between the clu
ions and the target atoms. For very thin targets and fast c
ters, e.g., tens of nanometers and millions of electronv
per atom, exiting cluster ions will have roughly the sam
configuration and length scale as that of the incident clus
but for progressively thicker targets the cluster constitue
will become farther and farther apart. As a direct res
cluster-surface effects which are enhanced by ion-ion pr
imity will decrease with the intracluster separation until t
individual domains of influence separate and the cluster c
stituents act independently. Thus, by studying physical
fects at theexit side of thin foils, one can learn about th
length scales of the mechanisms responsible for the effe

Experimental measurement of the intracluster correlati
is not presently possible, so to determine these correlat
we have developed an efficient algorithm able to predict
in-target and exit-side intracluster correlations of fast clus
~MeV/atom! through relatively thick~hundreds ofmg/cm2)
carbon targets. When an almost neutral cluster penetra
target, the electrons which bind the cluster together
stripped away and the positive cores repel each other thro
their mutual Coulomb repulsion. At the same time, collisio
with target atoms redirect and reduce the ions’ initial forwa
momenta, and electronic stopping slows the ions. Our a
rithm separates the forces encountered by the cluster
into two types: collisions between an MeV cluster ion and
target atom are sudden and appropriately described in
binary collision approximation, while the intracluster forc
are relatively constant, persist for a much longer time, m
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result from many of the other ions in the cluster, and must
treated by a full molecular-dynamics calculation. It is inte
esting to note that the intracluster forces themselves are
well known. While the cluster ions should certainly repel o
another with a hard core and likely repel each other with
Coulomb explosion on some type of effective charge, it
not clear what the strength of the charge is or how effect
the screening of the potential is in the target. One of o
goals in this paper is to place limits on the importance a
strength of the intracluster interactions and so to refine
ability to predict proper exit correlations with this algorithm

We will discuss results of a recent experiment perform
at IPN which studied the effects of target thickness and c
ter velocity and size upon the lateral exit-side velocity d
tributions and the ionic charges of exit-side cluster const
ents @1#. The lateral components of exit-side velocities f
incident Cn clusters through thin carbon foils were measur
by placing a multi-impact position sensitive detector~MI-
PSD! 356 mm behind the exit side of the target. The MIPS
consists of two channel plates of 45 mm diameter with
‘‘anode’’ of 16316 individual anodes. The individual pixel
are 2.54 mm square and so the resolution of the exit velo
cone is approximately 2.54/35657.13 milliradians. Compari-
son of the measured and predicted lateral spread of veloc
from C1 incident ions provides a test of the C-C scatteri
cross section used by our algorithm while a similar compa
son for Cn.1 provides information about the intracluste
forces in-target and the initial shape and internal energy
the clusters.

In the same experiment, two parallel and horizontal d
flection plates were placed five millimeters behind the clus
target. The charge of the exiting cluster constituents was
termined by applying an electric potential across the pla
and measuring the subsequent deflection of the cluster
stituents with the MIPSD. A strong charge suppression eff
~up to 30%! was noted and correlated to increasing clus
size and decreasing target thickness. Several authors
reported that, compared to single ions passing through
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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foils, the average charge state of the constituents of p
atomic projectiles is lower than the charge of an individu
atom@2–7# and enhanced electron-capture models which
pend on intracluster separations have been proposed to
plain the observations@2,8#. We present a phenomenologic
model for charge suppression that supposes that the enh
ment of electron capture by the cluster constituents depe
strongly on the additional ionization potential felt by an ele
tron near an individual ion when both are in the vicinity
the charged neighboring ions. With our algorithm we c
predict correlations based on the intracluster forces and
initial cluster conditions and quantitatively test the mod
against the measurements.

II. DESCRIPTION OF INTEGRATION ALGORITHM

As a cluster of ions penetrates a target, it transfers ene
to the target atoms and electrons and starts secondary
sion cascades. However, for fast ions the average nuc
stopping is small and the secondary cascade is weak
rapidly left behind the moving cluster. Thus a great comp
tational advantage can be gained by ignoring the secon
cascade and considering only the initial binary collisions
tween the cluster ions and the target atoms@9#. In our algo-
rithm we describe the ion-atom collisions in the impulse a
proximation: ions suffer a momentum losspW→pW 2dpW every
time they collide with a target atom. The momentum trans
during a binary collision is a function of the center-of-ma
energy, the impact parameter, and the interaction pote
only. A universal formula for this momentum transfe
dubbed the ‘‘Magic Formula,’’ has been developed a
documented by Beirsack and Haggmark and is at the cor
the widely used binary collision simulatorTRIM @9#. In our
algorithm we also use this formula to describe nuclear st
ping of the cluster ions. As an ion travels through a mate
of densityr51/a3 ~units 1/L3), on average it suffers a col
lision every time it travels a distancea. To determine the
magnitude and direction of the impulse received during
collision, a target atom position is randomly chosen to lie
a disk of radiusa/2 centered on the initial direction of th
ion. This determines the impact parameter of the collisi
and the magnitude and direction of the impulse received
the moving ion. Of course, electronic stopping is dominan
the MeV/atom range and must be included. To introduce
effects of electronic straggling in a rational manner, the el
tronic stopping is correlated to the overlap of the electro
bound to the binary colliders@9#.

As the cluster penetrates the target, its ions suffer bin
collisions as described above, but between binary collisio
intracluster forces act upon the cluster ions. The ions
comoving, so even weak forces may be important beca
they must be integrated over relatively long times. Severa
all of the cluster ions may be within interaction range of o
another during the cluster transit through the material, the
fore a full molecular-dynamics integration of the intraclus
forces is required. We use a predictor corrector algorithm
integrate these forces between binary collisions. Positio
here labeledxW , velocity vW , accelerationaW (xW ), and time stept.
At each step of the integration, the error in the ion accele
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tionsaW (xW1tvW )2aW (xW ) is tested to assure that the rate of err
introduction into the velocity is small enough that we c
assume that the final uncertainty in the ion trajectory at
exit side of the target is less than 0.1 milliradians. Energy
a 2 MeV/atom cluster is conserved to better than 1 eV
under this testing condition. Initially the algorithm attemp
to integrate to the next binary collision in a single step, bu
it fails to pass the velocity error test, it successively attem
2,4,8, . . . ,2n steps until all the intermediate error checks a
passed.

The appropriate potential to describe the intraclus
forces is itself an open question. Physically, there must b
least a hard-core repulsion between the cluster ions; we h
included this as a Molliere potential with

VM~r !5
Z1Z2e2

r
~0.35e20.3r /aTF10.55e21.2r /aTF

10.10e26.0r /aTF!,

aTF50.8854~Z1
1/21Z2

1/2!22/30.529 Å. ~1!

In addition to the hard core, electrons stripped from fast io
leave them with a net positive charge which results in
Coulomb explosion as the clusters penetrate the target.
in-target ion charge is a function of the ion velocity and t
electronic structure of the target material and is appro
mated by us to be the Brandt charge as described in Ref.@9#.
~We note that this is not the ‘‘effective charge’’ common
used to relate the electronic stopping power of heavy ion
that of hydrogen but rather an estimate of the true ionizat
state of the ion.! Because the charges are in a medium w
free electrons, we expect that the Coulomb potential will
shielded, thus we assume

VC~r !5
@qB~v !e#2

r
e2r /a, ~2!

whereqB(v) is the Brandt charge mentioned above, anda is
the screening length set by the ability of the target electr
to shield the ions from one another. The screening lengt
likely of order vF /v0 or v/v0, wherev0 is the plasma fre-
quency of the target andvF and v are, respectively, the
Fermi velocity of the electrons in the target and the veloc
of the moving ions@10#. For MeV/atom clusters in carbon
targets, both these length scales are of order an angstro

In this presentation we do not attempt to model t
screening length, but rather attempt to fit it by correlating
simulation predictions to the experimental measureme
Decoupling the ion-ion and ion-atom interactions is a see
ingly poorly defined process. The true trajectories of io
interacting with each other and the atoms in the lattice
not the same as those they follow under the algorithm
fined above. However, in the fast ion limit the error in tr
jectory is sufficiently small that the difference is insignifi
cant. Typically, as a cluster of fast ions travels forward by
lattice constant of length, there is only an infinitesimal p
turbation to the ion velocities and positions due to the int
cluster forces. An important point to be made is that t
2-2
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SIMULATION OF MeV/ATOM CLUSTER CORRELATIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 043202
influence of the ion-ion interaction over this time scale
very weak. If we assume that the ion-ion interaction is Co
lombic, then the displacement due to ion-ion interactio
while the ion travels forward by a single lattice constant is
the order of

dr ua.
1

2

q1q2e2n

mr2 ~dt !2, dt.a/v

.0.004S qion

10 D 2 MeV

E

n

10S a

r D 2

Å, ~3!

where E is the ion kinetic energy andr is the separation
between ions in the cluster. Because the separation betw
ions will be on the order of the lattice constant, we see t
for MeV ions, the Coulomb explosion contributes only
slight displacement (;0.01 Å! to the trajectory of the ion
over each lattice constant traversed. Again, it is only beca
the ions travel forward many lattice constants while s
within interaction range of one another that the Coulo
explosion has a noticeable effect.

Similarly, the error introduced by the impulse approxim
tion to the ion-atom scattering trajectory is small for fast io
as evidenced by the strong forward scattering of MeV ions
solids. Because the velocity perturbations for all but
hardest collisions are of order 0.1% of the forward veloc
the deviation of the trajectory from the straight-line path c
be no more than the same order.

Given the crude limit presented above on the traject
errors inherent in our algorithm, one can estimate whe
should begin to fail. Demanding thatdr remains smaller than
some fraction of an angstrom suggests that the algori
should be reliable for the integration of trajectories
;MeV/ion clusters.

III. PREDICTION OF MeV ÕATOM C N EXIT
CORRELATIONS

The initial shapes ofcold Cn
1 clusters have been recent

measured and found to be either linear or annular fon
,20, with all C5

1 linear, two of three C8
1 clusters linear,

and nine of ten C10
1 clusters annular@11#. C3

1 is not re-
ported in this reference, but elsewhere C3 ~neutral! is pre-
dicted to be linear@12#. The bond lengths between carbo
atoms in cold Cn clusters are approximately 1.3 Å and th
energy required to remove a carbon atom from the end
linear cluster is of order 6 eV@12#. Further, the energy re
quired to break a single bond in neutral C8 and C10 rings to
form linear structures is calculated to be less than 1 eV@12#.
The introduction of internal energy to the clusters is a p
sibly important effect~as discussed below! but a proper treat-
ment would require more than our present understandin
the electronic structure, production, and acceleration of
Cn clusters.

We have used our algorithm to calculate intracluster c
relations between ions in linear and annular 2 MeV/at
Cn51,3,5,8,10clusters at the exit side of 2.2, 2.4, 3.4, 5.3, 10
15.0, and 40.0mg/cm2 thick carbon foil targets and we
present selected results in Figs. 1 and 2. The correla
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functions presented in these figures require some expl
tion. The mean correlation function is defined to be the me
number of neighboring cluster ions that an ion sees withi
sphere of radiusr centered on itself. Thus for a C3 cluster in
the shape of a perfect triangle with bond lengthc, the cluster
is symmetric with respect to ion position, and the mean c
relation function is

c3,triangle~r !5H 0, r ,c

2, c.r .
~4!

For a linear C3 cluster of the same bond length, the corre
tion function of the ions at the ends of the cluster is zero
r ,c, one forc,r ,2c, and two for 2c,r ; while for the ion
in the center the correlation function is zero forr ,c and two
for c,r . Thus themeancorrelation function is

c3,line~r !5H 0, r ,c

1.335~21111!/3, c,r ,2c

2, 2c,r .

~5!

Correlation functions presented in Figs. 1 and 2 are avera
over at least 1000 cluster penetration events each. For c
putational efficiency, each cluster penetration event was
tegrated through 40mg/cm2 of the target but the position
and velocities of each ion in the cluster as it completed pa
ing through 2.2, 2.4, 3.4, 5.3, 10.2, 15.0, and 40.0mg/cm2 of
the target were recorded so that correlations could be ca
lated later. The results for incident linear and annular clus
have been separated and for each the effect of ranging
strength of intracluster forces from Molliere-core-only
Molliere-core plus long-range Coulomb repulsion using t
Brandt charge of the moving ions is indicated in each figu
We can expect that the true correlations lie between th
indicated for the full unshielded Coulomb repulsion and
the Molliere-core-only calculations. To indicate the impo
tance of screening, we have also included the results of si
lations which assumed Molliere-core plus shielded Coulom
the screening length in these simulations was 2.5 Å. Sim
interpretation of the mean correlation function can be p
formed as follows: the mean distance between cluster c
stituents isr such thatc(r )51 and the greatest distance b
tween any two ions in a typical cluster isr such thatc(r )
.n21. The presence of steps in the correlation funct
indicates that the cluster remembers its initial~ordered! con-
figuration and is an indication that the target interaction a
intracluster forces have done little to disturb the cluster ot
than to strip its binding electrons away.

There is a strong configurational dependence on the
portance of the in-target Coulomb explosion. Forces on
ions in the middle of a linear cluster are balanced and so
ions do not move~relative to their neighbors! until the ions at
the end of the cluster are ejected or until collisions with t
target atoms change the configuration of the cluster
break this symmetry. In an annular structure, the ions
repelled from the center of the ring and so all ions are free
move and to release the Coulombic energy immedia
upon cluster impact.
2-3
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FIG. 1. Intracluster correlation functions fo
linear 2 MeV/atom Cn clusters after penetration
of 3.4, 5.3, 15.0, and 40.0mg/cm2 carbon foils.
Simulation results are presented for Mollier
core-only interactions~heavy lines!, Molliere-
core plus shielded-Coulomb~dot-dashed lines!,
and Molliere-core plus bare Coulomb~dotted
lines!. The Brandt charge was used for the Co
lomb forces, and the screening length of th
shielded Coulomb interaction was 2.5 Å. Correl
tion functions for Cn clusters approachn21 at
large separation~see text for further details!.
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Initial internal energy in the clusters may affect the e
correlations of the ions. The Cn

1 clusters used in these ex
periments were first produced as Cn

2 clusters by sputtering
graphite targets, then accelerated to half their final energ
a tandem accelerator, stripped of two electrons by collis
with N2 to form Cn

1, and then accelerated to their fin
energy. It is reasonable to assume that the final Cn

1 product
is in an excited state. We can estimate the maximum ef
that internal kinetic energy can have upon the exit corre
tions by considering the bond strength between the clu
atoms~before impact, obviously!. The internal energy of an
excited cluster oscillates with time between kinetic and
tential energy; at no time during evolution of the excitati
modes of the cluster can there be more potential ene
stressing a bond than the energy required to break the b
As noted above, the energy required to remove an atom f
a Cn chain is of order 6 eV, so the maximum internal ener
of a cluster should be of order 6 eV times the number
bonds in the cluster (n for a ring, n21 for a line!. This
suggests that upon stripping the bonds, each of the at
should have of order 6 eV kinetic energy relative to the m
ing cluster. The effect of this energy upon exit-side posit
correlations is small. A kinetic energy of 6 eV corresponds
a displacement oftA236 eV/m, wherem is the mass of the
atom andt is the transit time in the target. For a cluster
energy 1 MeV/atom with forward velocityA231 MeV/m
traveling through a target of thickness l
(2.2 mg/cm2.100 Å!, we expect a displacement due to t
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internal energy of orderlA6 eV/1 MeV.0.002l , i.e., of or-
der 1 Å for a 10mg/cm2 thick carbon foil. For thinner foils
the internal velocity displaces the ions even less.

IV. CALCULATION OF ION EXIT ANGLE

We can both test the nuclear stopping cross section u
by our integrator and place limits on the strength of the
target forces between cluster constituents by studying
distribution of exit velocities of the Cn cluster constituents
from the thin carbon foils. The lateral spread of cluster co
stituent exit angles was measured by projecting the exi
ions onto an MIPSD with 16316 2.54 mm pixels located
356 mm behind the carbon foils@1#. Angular resolution of
the MIPSD in this configuration is 2.54/35657.13 milliradi-
ans. From Figs. 1 and 2 it is clear that the ions exit all but
thickest foils relatively close to each other, so to pred
properly the final distribution of exit velocities, we must tre
the Coulomb explosion that occurs as the comoving clu
constituents travel from the exit side of the foil to the M
PSD. Using the positions and velocities of the cluster c
stituents upon exiting each target, a new integration w
started using unshielded Coulomb forces on the mean
charge of the exiting cluster ions. Mean exit charge was m
sured at the same time as the lateral spot size and wa
ported in Ref.@1#. For improved numerical precision, inte
gration was performed in the center-of-mass frame of
cluster, and continued until the potential energy remaining
2-4
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FIG. 2. Intracluster correlation functions fo
annular 2 MeV/atom Cn clusters after penetration
of 3.4, 5.3, 15.0, and 40.0mg/cm2 carbon foils.
See the text and the caption of Fig. 1 for furth
details.
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the spatial configuration of the cluster was 1% of the kine
energy. In these simulations, it was found that the intrac
ter Coulomb explosion was completed by the time the clu
has traveled about one micrometer from the back of the
get toward the detector. At the end of the integration,
direction cosines of the ion velocities~after transformation
back into the laboratory frame! were recorded for compari
son to the experimentally measured impact positions on
MIPSD.

During experimental measurement of the spot projec
onto the MIPSD, a potential was applied perpendicular to
direction of the cluster beam to measure the mean ion ch
by deflection. This effect was not introduced into the sim
lations; thus, to compare experiment to simulation we m
study the distributions in the direction perpendicular to
applied potential.

In Fig. 3 we present predictions for the final lateral velo
ity distributions of 2 MeV/atom linear Cn51,3,5,8clusters after
passing through 2.2 and 40mg/cm2 thick carbon foils. We
have assumed that there are no long-range Coulomb fo
between cluster constituents while they are in the target
that the only intracluster interactions in the target are due
the hard-core repulsions of the ions. The 2 MeV/atomn
clusters traversing the 2.2mg/cm2 target are merely strippe
of their bonds by the target, so the final lateral velocity d
tributions of clusters exiting this target are primarily due
the Coulomb explosionbehind the target, and are strongl
dependent on cluster size. For thicker targets, collisions w
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target atoms spread the atoms apart, so that upon exit the
less energy available for the behind-target Coulomb exp
sion. In this case the dependence of the distribution of lat
velocities upon cluster size is weakened; note that the di
butions of lateral velocities behind the 40mg/cm2 target are
independent of cluster size.

Comparison of simulation results to experimental spec
obtained by the MIPSD requires consideration of the m
surement process. Because the angular resolution of the
tector is 7.13 milliradians and the widths of the spectra
wish to measure are often of the same order or smaller, th
may be a strong ‘‘binning’’ effect for the narrowest spectr
For example, imagine that the entire distribution of impa
parameters on the MIPSD lies within a single pixel. The
the width of the distribution, as calculated by the root me
square~RMS! of the lateral pixel number, is zero. If th
MIPSD is shifted so that the peak of the distribution lies
the boundary between two pixels, then the distribution
split evenly between two pixels and the RMS lateral pix
number is one-half. During acquisition of experimental da
care was taken to center the distributions on a single pi
and so when comparing to simulation predictions we ha
chosen the same condition for the simulations. Another
portant effect that must be considered is detector ‘‘satu
tion’’ during highly correlated multiple ion impacts on th
same pixel of the MIPSD. Because the detector recov
time is much longer than the coincidence time of multip
ion impacts from the same cluster event, discrimination
2-5
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J. W. HARTMAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 043202
tween single ion impacts and these coincident multiple
impacts on a single pixel of the MIPSD requires amplitu
discrimination of the detection pulse. Amplitude discrimin
tion was not performed in these experiments and this ef
must be accounted for in the simulated distributions befo
comparison can be made.

The single ion detection efficiency was measured to
55%. If m ions from the same cluster event strike a sin
pixel, the probability thatl of them start electron cascades
thus

S m

l D e l~12e!m2 l , e50.55. ~6!

For l 50 no count is measured while forl 51, . . . ,m one
count is measured, so the probability for the detection of
m-ion impact on the pixel is

f 50S m

0 D e0~12e!m201 (
l 51,m

1S m

l D e l~12e!m2 l

512~12e!m. ~7!

Thus if a simulated cluster event results inm ions striking a
single pixel, the number of ‘‘counts’’ in the pixel increase
not by m but rather by 12(12e)m. Before comparison of

FIG. 3. Lateral velocity distributions for 2 MeV/atom cluste
constituents after passing through thin carbon foils and after
Coulomb explosion behind the target has exhausted. Lateral ve
ity is expressed as a ratio of the forward exit velocity, and so
distribution represents the ‘‘spot’’ that would be projected onto
detector normal to the incident beam of clusters.
04320
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the simulated results to the measured value in the pixel,
correction factor must be introduced to the simulations o
cluster-by-cluster basis.

In Fig. 4 we have presented a predicted distributi
binned first with 2563256 and then with 16316 resolution.
To demonstrate the effect of discretization on the appa
width of the distribution, we have calculated the RMS sp
size for both resolutions in terms of the 16316 pixels:
poorer resolution leads to broader apparent widths. Also
the same figure, we have included the effect of suppres
counting that is suffered by the MIPSD when operated wi
out amplitude discrimination. This effect lowers the coun
in the most heavily impacted pixels, further broadening
apparent distribution.

Once these measurement effects are introduced to
simulated distributions, we find satisfactory agreement
tween measured and predicted lateral velocity distributio
In Fig. 5 we present a comparison of predicted and measu
lateral velocity distribution widths for 1, 2, and 4 MeV/ato
C1 and C5 clusters behind carbon foils of thickness up
40 mg/cm2. And in Fig. 6 we present a similar comparison
spot size for 2 MeV/atom Cn51,3,5,8,10clusters. Results are
presented in terms of detector pixels; a pixel was appro
mately seven milliradians from edge to edge in the geome
of the experiment~see Table I!. Statistical uncertainty in the
predicted widths was calculated by assuming that the un
tainty of the number of counts in each bin was described
Poisson statistics. Then the variance in each bin could
assumed to beNp(12p), whereN is the number of counts
in the bin,Ntot is the total number of atomic fragments fro
the ensemble of Cn decompositions at the given energy a

e
c-
e

FIG. 4. Schematic of physical effects that must be introduced
the simulated lateral velocity distribution before comparison to
MIPSD-observed distribution can be made.
2-6
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target thickness, andp5N/Ntot is taken as an estimate fo
the intrinsic probability that an atomic fragment from the Cn
cluster strikes the bin. Given these estimates for the varia
of the number of cluster fragments striking each bin, st
dard propagation-of-error techniques were used to estim
the uncertainty in the prediction widths.

Even with the introduction of measurement effects to
simulated distributions, the predicted distributions tend to
slightly narrower than the observed distributions; this is p
ticularly true for the 2 MeV/atom observations. If we assum
that the C-C scattering cross section is too weak, and s
the range of the interaction potential in the Magic Form
up by to 10%, we find better agreement between predic
and observation. Alternatively, we can assume that the m
sured target thicknesses or the assumed electronic stop
powers were 10% too low, or that the incident beam had
order one milliradians of divergence, or that all of the abo
effects contribute in smaller amounts. Because there ar
many parameters we can adjust to fit the experimental
better, we have chosen to adjust none, and present pr
tions based on the ‘‘book’’ values for nuclear and electro
stopping. While the offset between measurement and pre
tion must remain unexplained until more discriminating e
periments are designed and performed, the trends in the m
sured and simulated distributions are clear and are eas
compare.

In Fig. 7 we present the measured and predicted distr
tion widths as a function of cluster size for 2 MeV/ato
clusters behind the 40mg/cm2 target. The experimentally
measured C5 distribution width is 1.81 pixels but was mea
sured under different detection conditions than the C1, C3 ,

FIG. 5. Comparison of predicted and measured exit-side ve
ity distributions from carbon foil thicknesses of up to 40mg/cm2

for C1 and C5 clusters of incident energy 1, 2, and 4 MeV/atom. T
avoid visual clutter, only the uncertainties in the predictions
included; see Table I for uncertainty in the measurements.
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C8, and C10 and so is not displayed. All simulations include
a repulsive Molliere potential which provided a hard co
interaction between ions. A screened in-target intraclus
Coulomb repulsion was also included to study its effect
final lateral velocity distributions. In these sets of simu
tions, the screening length was chosen to be either` ~no
screening!, 5.0 Å, 2.5 Å, or 0~Molliere core only!. A clear
trend is seen: for all the simulations with an in-target int
cluster force greater than the Molliere repulsion, the dis
bution widths are seen to increase with cluster size. As s
in Fig. 7, a strong dependence of the distribution width
cluster size contrasts sharply with the experimental obse
tion. Thus, we conclude that the Coulomb repulsion of th
MeV/atom Cn cluster constituents in the carbon target mu
be shielded with a screening length of less than 2.5 Å.

Demonstration that the screening length of Coulom
forces between 2 MeV/atom carbon ions in carbon is l
than 2.5 Å is of fundamental interest. In the most primiti
estimate of shielding, one expects the screening length t
of order v/v0, where v0 is the plasma frequency of th
carbon target andv is either ion velocity or the Fermi veloc
ity. For slow ions, (v ion,vFermi), electrons can respond t
the ions’ positions and arrange themselves so as to shield
ions from each other, but the sharpness of the screenin
limited by the kinetic energy~the Fermi energy! of the elec-
trons in the target. For very fast ions (v ion@vFermi) electronic
shielding is less effective because the electrons’ inertia p
vent them from responding to the passing ions before

c-

e
FIG. 6. Comparison of predicted and measured exit side ve

ity distributions from carbon foil thicknesses of up to 40mg/cm2

for C1 , C3 , C5 , C8, and C10 clusters of incident energy 2 MeV
atom. Statistical uncertainty in the predictions is smaller than
symbols and uncertainty in the measurements is indicated in T
I.
2-7
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TABLE I. Measured spot sizes of 1, 2, and 4 MeV/atom Cn clusters seen at the MPISD after passing through carbon foils of thickn
noted. One pixel corresponds to approximately seven milliradians of angular spread.

Cluster
Ebeam

~MeV!
Target thickness

(mg/cm2)
Sigma
~pixels! Cluster

Ebeam

~MeV!
Target thickness

(mg/cm2)
Sigma
~pixels!

C10 1.0 2.20 1.1760.07
1.0 5.30 1.4060.07
2.0 2.20 0.8460.05
2.0 2.40 0.8660.05
2.0 3.40 0.8860.05
2.0 5.30 0.9560.05
2.0 10.20 1.2160.06
2.0 15.00 1.4360.07
2.0 40.00 1.9260.09

C8 2.0 2.20 0.8760.05
2.0 2.40 0.9260.05
2.0 3.40 0.9460.05
2.0 5.30 0.9760.05
2.0 10.20 1.1960.05
2.0 15.00 1.3760.06
2.0 40.00 1.8960.08

C5 4.0 5.30 0.7060.05
4.0 10.20 0.7560.05
4.0 15.00 0.8060.05
4.0 40.00 1.1060.06
2.0 5.30 0.960.05
2.0 15.00 1.0960.05
2.0 40.00 1.7460.07
2.0 2.20 0.8260.05
2.0 2.40 0.8560.05
2.0 3.40 0.8760.05

1.0 5.30 1.2460.05
1.0 10.20 1.6660.06
1.0 15.00 1.8960.08
1.0 40.00 2.9060.10

C3 2.0 2.40 0.7860.05
2.0 3.40 0.8460.05
2.0 5.30 0.8760.05
2.0 10.20 1.0860.05
2.0 15.00 1.2960.05
2.0 40.00 1.8960.08

C1 3.8 5.30 0.3560.15
3.8 10.20 0.560.05
3.8 15.00 0.660.05
3.8 40.00 1.060.05
1.9 2.20 0.5460.10
1.9 2.40 0.6060.10
1.9 3.40 0.6260.10
1.9 5.30 0.7260.05
1.9 10.20 1.060.05
1.9 15.00 1.2660.05
1.9 40.00 1.9160.08
1.0 5.30 1.2360.07
1.0 10.20 1.6260.08
1.0 15.00 1.9060.08
1.0 40.00 3.0260.12
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ions travel out of range, here we expect the shielding leng
to be of orderv ion /v0. Thus the screening length is of orde
the greater ofv ion /v0 andvFermi/v0. The mean unit volume
of a carbon atom in the target is approximately (2.068 Å)3;
if we assume that there are four conduction electrons p
target ion, then the free-electron density, in atomic units,
ne54(0.529 Å/2.068 Å! 3/a0

350.067/a0
3 (a050.529 Å!.

Thus the Fermi velocity isvF5(3p2ne)
1/351.26v0 (v0

522 Å/fs!, and the plasma frequency isv05(4pne)
1/2

50.917v0 /a0. A 2 MeV carbon ion has a velocity of
56 Å/fs.2.5v0 ~about twice the Fermi velocity! and so we
expect the screening length to be of orde
2.5v0 /(0.917v0 /a0)51.5 Å. We note that this is compatible
with the maximum screening length required above to fit o
simulation results to the experimental observations.

V. RELATION OF CHARGE SUPPRESSION
TO INTRACLUSTER CORRELATIONS

The effect of target thickness and cluster size upon cha
of the carbon ions exiting the back of carbon targets up
40 mg/cm2 thick was measured for 1 MeV/atom Cn51,5,10, 2
MeV/atom Cn51,3,5,8,10, and 4 MeV/atom C1,5 clusters and
recently published in Ref.@1#. A strong charge suppression
04320
th

er
is

r
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effect ~up to 30%! was noted for the clusters (n.1) and
correlated to increasing cluster size and decreasing ta
thickness. Simple models for charge suppression can be
structed by supposing that the effect is due to enhanced e
tron capture by the cluster which depends on the additio
ionization potential required for an electron to escape the
when both are in the vicinity of the neighboring charg
ions. If we assume that the charge suppression effect is
tirely due to this additional ionization potential felt by a
electron on an ion due to the proximity of the ion’s como
ing charged neighbors, then to linear order in the chang
potential we can write

qi5q0~v !2bDI i , ~8!

whereqi is the ion’s charge,q0(v) is the equilibrium charge
of an independent ion traveling at the ion’s velocity,

DI i5 (
j (Þ i )

qj S e2r i j /a

r i j
D ~9!

is the additional ionization energy required to remove e
electron from the proximity of the ion and away from th
cluster, andb is a constant which may depend on ion velo
2-8
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ity, target material, etc. Herea is a shielding length intro-
duced by the screening effects of electrons between the c
ter constituents. Inside the targeta may be very small. As
found previously, the characteristic length scale for screen
of the Coulombic potential for 2 MeV carbon ions in a ca
bon target must be less than 2.5 Å. Upon exit, the electr
of the target are left behind and screening length increase
infinity. For calculation of the additional ionization potenti
felt by an electron upon cluster exit, the limita→` is ap-
propriate: if a is small, there must still be many electron
which may be captured by the ions in order to reduce th
charge. As the electrons are captured by the individual i
or escape from the cluster,a→`. Thus the relevant depth o
the potential is that from which the last free electrons m
escape.

We can evaluate the supposition that cluster ion cha
suppression is a simple function of enhanced ionization
tential at the exit side of the target by using the correlatio
predicted by our algorithm. We note that introducing Eq.~9!
into Eq. ~8! forms a closed set ofn linear equations that ca
be solved for theqi in terms of the correlationsr i j . How-
ever, for simplicity, we evaluate the suppression mode
terms of the mean-field approximation:qi→q̄ and

DI i→
1

n (
i

(
j Þ i

q̄

r i j
[q̄x. ~10!

Note that the suppression is self-limiting:DI is proportional
to q̄ but Eq.~8! requires thatq̄ decrease whenDI increases.
For this reason we have separated the geometrical cont
tion to DI and labeled itx. Then we can solve for the ratio o
the reduced charge to the independent charge as a functi
the geometrical contribution to the ionization potential

FIG. 7. The widths of the lateral velocity distributions predict
by simulations which include an in-target Coulomb explosion sh
a clear dependence upon cluster size which is not observed in
experimentally observed distributions. See Table I for the unc
tainties in the measured spot sizes.
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q0~v !
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1

11bx
. ~11!

Equation ~11! suggests that the ratio of the mean e
charge for ions in a cluster to the mean exit charge of
independent ion of the same velocity should be a unive
function of the geometrical contribution to the ionization p
tential, x. In Fig. 8 we plot the experimentally observe
mean exit ratios versus the simulation predicted geometr
potential for both incident lines and rings. The in-target
teraction potential was assumed to be Molliere core, and
internal kinetic energy was included. Included in the plot a
all the data for which measurements of both the independ
ion charge and the mean cluster ion charge were made.

If we assume that the clusters are linear, then the cons
b in Eq. ~11! is approximately 1/150 eV. We note that if w
fit the 1 MeV/atom, 2 MeV/atom, and 4 MeV/atom da
separately, 1/b1 MeV5220 eV, 1/b2 MeV5140 eV, and
1/b4 MeV5210 eV, suggesting thatb may indeed depend
weakly on exit energy. If instead we assume that the clus
are annular, we find 1/b1 MeV5246 eV, 1/b2 MeV5165 eV,
and 1/b4 MeV5225 eV, but the data still collapse to a unive
sal curve. Thus to within the error bars of the experimen
measurements we find that the suppression of ion charge
to the proximity of nearby comoving charged neighbors c
be written as a simple function of the additional ionizati
energy required to remove an electron from the proximity
the cluster.

he
r-

FIG. 8. Ratio of observed cluster-ion to single-ion exit charge
a function of the geometric contribution to the enhanced ionizat
potential felt by electrons near a cluster ion. Lines represent fit
the predicted dependence after the data sets have been separa
incident energy. See text for further details.
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The values ofb required to fit the ionization model to th
experimental measurements are, in fact, not dependent o
in-target intracluster forces used to calculate the exit p
tions of the cluster ions. This is because, for thin targets,
simulation results demonstrate that the in-target repuls
does not contribute significantly to the exit configuration
the clusters~see Figs. 1 and 2!. In Fig. 8 the rightmost point
of a given cluster size and energy corresponds to the thin
target, and the universal nature of the charge suppres
model can be confirmed independently of the interaction
tential by considering only those points in the figure. Th
the fact that the data points forthicker targets also lie on the
same curve can be taken to indicate that the in-target clu
explosion has been modeled correctly, e.g., that the fo
we have chosen to model the in-target ion-ion repulsion
correct.

It is tantalizing to note that 1/b is of order the electronic
stopping power times the expected screening length of in
cluster interactions (dE/dx;150 eV/Å and a;v/v0

;AE/2 MeV 1.5 Å!. Because both electronic stopping a
ionization are related to the inability of electrons to follo
adiabatically developing orbitals, it would be gratifying to b
able to write the suppression effect in terms of the electro
stopping. However, while the magnitude is correct, the tre
is not. The stopping powers are 123 eV/Å, 156 eV/Å, a
164 eV/Å and the screening lengths are of order 1.1 Å,
Å, and 3.0 Å for the 1 MeV, 2 MeV, and 4 MeV carbo
ions, respectively. Thus, while (dE/dx)a is monotonically
increasing with energy, 1/b displays a minimum between
MeV/atom and 4 MeV/atom. To explain this effect on
would need to look beyond our simplistic model. We ha
only attempted to correlate increasing ionization potentia
the decreasing ion charge state. This is motivated by
expectation that it is easier to capture free electrons with
harder to lose bound electrons from a deeper potential w
We have not tried to predict the frequencies with whi
Le

nd

Z

.

.
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bound electrons attempt to exit and free electrons attemp
enter the bound states.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an efficient algorithm able to desc
the microscopic correlations of fast ionic clusters in matt
and used it to calculate correlations between 1, 2, an
MeV/atom Cn clusters as they penetrate thin carbon foils
to 40 mg/cm2 thick. For thin targets, we have placed limi
on the influence that internal kinetic energy in the clust
can have on the exit correlations, and, by studying how
distribution of lateral exit velocities depends on cluster s
and in-target intracluster forces, we have demonstrated
the in-target Coulomb explosion of 2 MeV carbon ions
carbon targets must be shielded with a screening lengt
less than 2.5 Å.

We have used predictions of intracluster correlations
demonstrate that the exit-side charge suppression of clu
ions can be correlated simply to the enhanced ionization
tential felt by an electron near an ion due to the ion’s com
ing charged neighbors. For C clusters exiting carbon targ
with energies of order 1–4 MeV/atom, the strength of t
suppression effect is found to depend weakly on exit ene
and to display a maximum between 1 MeV/atom and 4 Me
atom.

By putting strict bonds on the strength of the in-targ
interaction potential, we increase our ability to predict ex
side correlations with our simulation algorithm. However,
present our ability to predict the true exit position corre
tions is limited by a lack of knowledge of the initial configu
ration and internal energy of the Cn clusters.
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